It has been reported by M/s Napolian Blenders and Bottlers, IGC Samba having its registered office at Samba, having TIN/CST No. 01971070966 that ‘14’ Forms No. mentioned below have been lost and the matter stands published in the following newspapers:

2. Early Times dated 27-10-2015

Hence the below noted C-Forms are hereby declared as invalid for the purpose of sub-section (4) of Section 8 of the CST Act, 1956. Anybody fraudulently using the said ‘C’ Forms will render himself liable for penal action as per law.

The person/s who finds these forms will please return the same to the undersigned:

No. of ‘C’ Forms: 14
Sl. No. of ‘C’ Forms: 05V-448719 to 05V-448732
Name & address of the dealer: M/s Napolian Blenders and Bottlers, IGC Samba
Registration No. of the dealer: 01971070966
Whether lost/stolen or destroyed: Lost
Address of the dealer to whom ‘C’ Forms were issued: N.A

Copy to the: